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 In each phase of my RAD project, my research and thought process has been grounded in 

the methods and practices of community-based ecological activism. I began my RAD inquiry 

with investigating the risk framework of my hometown, Blairsville, Pennsylvania—a very small, 

primarily rural town in western Pennsylvania. It is an area that is exposed to many threats, 

including a local coal-fired power plant, the rise of fracking initiatives on farmland, as well as 

exhibited vulnerability to flooding due to a river on the town’s border. I can say that, generally, 

Blairsville has been very lacking in its adaptability and mitigation strategies for climate change. 

The overall mentality of its residents seems to be one of little concern for environmental 

conservation and sustainable action.  

 Additionally, the demographics of Blairsville reflect a significant presence of community 

members with a lower income. This, combined with the harmful environmental factors present in 

the area, constitute my hometown as being labeled an “environmental justice community.” These 

communities are consistently ignored in climate change policy—or, if they are mentioned, are 

not significantly benefited in relation to their affectedness by the detriments of climate change. 

As Blairsville is an EJ community, promoting sustainability is paramount. If residents are made 

to be aware through certain sustainability initiatives of the ways in which they can be self-

sufficient and less wasteful, it would be to their utmost benefit. Blairsville is so small and often 

so closed-minded in its ways that exploring these sustainable actions together as a community 



would open up so many new ways of thinking and living for its residents, as well as benefit the 

overall climate change resilience of the community.  

 The second part of my RAD project was spent exploring this idea of community-based 

initiatives in sustainability and self-reliance in EJ communities. I volunteered with the Red Hook 

Community Farm, which focuses a large part of its activism on local youth. Young people of Red 

Hook, often coming from low income backgrounds, are taught the ecological systems of the farm 

and its maintenance, and serve as leaders and teachers for other members of the farm. One main 

director at the farm spoke to my volunteer group of this youth involvement, stating how valuable 

it is for urban youth to learn where their food comes from. Many of the kids had not considered 

beforehand the process that occurs before the food arrives in the grocery store, not to mention 

their role in this complex system. Through learning and actually enacting these food cycle 

processes in their work on the farm, young people become aware of ideas such as waste, 

conservation, and invaluable recycling systems like composting. 

  The importance of EJ communities’ access to fresh produce through self-sufficient and 

sustainable means cannot be over-emphasized, as many of these communities exist within a 

“food desert”, or an area where ready access to fresh, healthy, and affordable food is scarce. This, 

as well as the stress low income places on the ability to purchase organic produce, highlights the 

fact that community farming and gardening is the most beneficial option. 

 The Red Hook Community Farm served as an important basis for my study of the 

methods in which communities come together and forge dialogue about environmental issues 

such as climate change, self-sufficiency, food systems, and risks related to its residents. 

Organizations like this encourage the formation of more considerate, active, and helpful 



community relationships. I wanted to take the model of this community farm and utilize it in a 

way that would suit my own hometown. A question that arose for me was: how can small rural 

communities like my hometown be motivated by such a project—in a place where growing is less 

of a novelty, but is rarely considered through the lens of sustainability? And furthermore, how 

can young people, especially, be targeted in this community activism? 

 I found it interesting that buying local produce in New York City is often very 

commonplace for a large number of people. Fresh fruits and vegetables from farms in 

neighboring states are sold in greenmarkets and farmers markets across the city. Although we 

live in such a metropolitan area, our access to locally-grown, organic food is abundant 

(contributing economic factors aside.) This is not so commonplace in Blairsville—and area that 

is, ironically, surrounded by farms. It is rare that inhabitants of Blairsville have access to these 

local foods in designated spaces such as New York City’s greenmarket. “Local” is a concept that 

holds little weight in my town. There are the occasional farmers markets in the summer months, 

but it is far from being a community mainstay. The produce from these local farms is most likely 

shipped to stores across the state and to other areas of the country. Blairsville residents have no 

other obvious option than to shop at Walmart, where produce is far from locally-grown. This, of 

course, means larger amounts of transportation to receive these food items, thus more carbon 

emissions. Residents are reliant on this single supermarket, and if prices rise a considerable 

amount because of environmental factors such as drought or shortened growing season as a result 

of climate change, they have no other resources to turn to. If there was a community-based 

organization like a garden or farm that focused on these food systems and the climate change that 



influences them, members of the community would benefit immensely. The community would 

become stronger, more responsible, more resourceful, and more resilient, in turn.  

 Interestingly enough, there actually is a community garden in Blairsville, although the 

aspect of community in its current state is debatable. I was unaware until this summer that there 

was, in fact, a garden in my town. It had been in operation for about a year. When I asked people 

I know from Blairsville about the garden, they were just as unaware as I had been. This frustrates 

me because I see this pattern of ignorance happen again and again in my town. People are 

unaware of events, businesses, or organizations in the community unless you stick their noses in 

them—and unfortunately, those leading the events or organizations in the community lack the 

resources to properly communicate or promote their message until it is too late. Often, 

organizations or actions in Blairsville will be started and eventually abandoned for lack of 

involvement. Most times, it is unclear if this lack of community involvement is due to 

community members’ lack of awareness, or simply their apathy for participation. It is very likely 

a combination of the two, and it is this deeply-ingrained mentality that I wish to confront in my 

final RAD project through my role as a designer—specifically as a graphic designer.  

 I am brought back to the question I asked at the end of my volunteer work with Red Hook 

Community Farm—what motivates people of my hometown? How can the idea of a community 

farm seem novel, intriguing, and through this persuasion, stimulate action and discourse on 

climate issues within the community? And furthermore, how can youth be targeted as an 

immensely important and vital presence in this equation? I am seeking out an answer in design. 

While farming and growing may not be foreign to residents of Blairsville, articulated and 

sophisticated design (for the most part) is. For my final RAD project, I have established a 



graphic identity for this community garden, and through this identity, demonstrated modes of 

promotion and awareness within Blairsville, ultimately bringing together a larger group of people 

to participate in this issue of community sustainability. I have approached this situation not only 

as a graphic designer, but as a life-long member of this community. 

 A visual identity is key in this situation. It seeks to establish the garden as an active 

presence within the community and gives residents something to immediately associate with it. 

Effective and beautiful design grants legitimacy and gives the project a feeling of stability. With 

no visible identity, the community garden seems less real. It has no voice, or rather a 

disembodied one. It feels transient, as if the organized activities could dissolve at any time. By 

creating a concrete visual presence, I have given the potential for community members to have 

something to latch onto, thus encouraging participation. 

 I approached this situation of designing for my hometown with a simple question: How 

can I create a sophisticated, beautiful design without having it be alienating (or too experimental/

conceptual) for the sensibilities and taste of Blairsville residents? The design should be clean, 

simple, yet unpretentious. Conveying the feeling of friendliness and warmth through my design 

was very important to me, as it is a design for the community—and promoting opportunities for 

collaborative work and growth. I chose to design a simple logo for the garden, utilizing only 

typography, to immediately present the words “Blairsville Community Garden” to viewers of my 

designed promotional materials and identity content. I decided that color-blocked, almost cutout 

illustrations were a great way to implement immediately eye-catching content through my 

designs. In these illustrations, I’ve made a point to not only depict acts of gardening, growing, 

and the beautiful fruits and vegetables grown at the garden, but the people who have gathered 



together in the space. I chose bright colors, often using them in unrealistic ways to intrigue the 

viewer and create a firm visual connection between these graphics and the garden in the minds of 

Blairsville residents.  

 After designing this type of visual language and tone for the garden, I implemented it 

across a wide variety of materials for the garden, such as fliers and posters. These are to be 

distributed throughout the town—posted and in local businesses. I have designed the posters to 

include sometimes thought-provoking statements or questions in large type, along with my 

illustrations. For example, one poster says, “Grow with your family, grow as a community,” 

along with an illustration of a mother and son gardening together. Another poster says, 

“Community gardens and combating climate change go hand in hand. Lend a hand (or two) at 

Blairsville Community Garden.” This poster also shows an illustration of a group of people 

working together in the beds at the garden. Another poster reads, “What does a more sustainable 

community look like to you? Let’s work on it together,” with an arrow pointing to the garden’s 

logo. These statements serve as a way to solidify the garden’s role a space for open discussion 

and education about sustainability, food systems, and community involvement in strategies of 

climate change mitigation. Additionally, I have also designed small flyers with information 

regarding how to become involved with the garden, carrying through the recognizable 

illustrations. On all of these materials, the garden’s address and website are included for access 

to more information. 

 Additionally, I have also designed the plan for a possible mural at the community garden. 

Against one side of the garden is the wall of a large garage. I thought it would be appropriate to 

take this established visual identity and display it in a large, bold way in the actual space of the 



garden. The thought of having members of the community come together and paint this mural of 

my fruits and vegetables illustrations seems like a great way to encourage participation, while 

tying together nicely the graphic identity of the garden.  

 Through this project, I have targeted ways in which my community can be motivated into 

sustainable action, which will be beneficial on both an individual and community level, as well 

as benefit the larger sphere of climate change mitigation. Ultimately, I feel that it is necessary to 

use my privilege of being a designer and receiving a design education to find ways of benefitting 

my hometown. My skills are something that I can contribute to make my town more resilient, 

proactive, and engaged. Through systems thinking, I have targeted and capitalized on my role 

within climate change mitigation. Through implementing my designs within my sphere of 

influence of the Blairsville community, I feel I am participating in a significant method of 

combating climate change. 


